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Abstract

Microarray experiments have yielded massive amounts of expression information
measured under various conditions for the model species Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis
thaliana) and rice (Oryza sativa). Expression compendia grouping multiple
experiments make it possible to define correlated gene expression patterns within
one species and to study how expression has evolved between species. We
developed a robust framework to measure expression context conservation (ECC)
and found, by analyzing 4630 pairs of orthologous Arabidopsis and rice genes, that
77% showed conserved coexpression. Examples of non-conserved ECC categories
suggested a link between regulatory evolution and environmental adaptations and
included genes involved in signal transduction, response to different abiotic stresses,
and hormone stimuli. To identify genomic features that influence expression
evolution, we analyzed the relationship between ECC, tissue specificity, and protein
evolution. Tissue specific genes showed higher expression conservation compared to
broadly expressed genes but are fast-evolving at the protein level. No significant
correlation was found between protein and expression evolution, implying that both
modes of gene evolution are not strongly coupled in plants. By integration of cisregulatory elements, many ECC-conserved genes were significantly enriched for
shared DNA motifs, hinting at the conservation of ancestral regulatory interactions in
both model species. Surprisingly, for several tissue specific genes, patterns of
concerted network evolution were observed, unveiling conserved coexpression in the
absence of conservation of tissue specificity. These findings demonstrate that
orthologs inferred through sequence similarity in many cases do not share similar
biological functions and highlight the importance of incorporating expression
information when comparing genes across species.
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Introduction

Comparative sequence analysis provides valuable information about the
functional parts encoded by a genome, mainly by exploring the conserved DNA
sequences that code for proteins or RNAs or regulatory elements (Hardison, 2003).
Inter-species comparisons have two major applications: conservation between
species helps to detect and characterize functional elements whereas differences
can reveal biological adaptations linking genotype with phenotype (Tirosh et al.,
2007). Recently, the increase in functional genomics data has transformed
comparative approaches from basic sequence analysis to detailed studies of
functional attributes such as gene expression or protein-protein interactions (Stuart et
al., 2003; Jensen et al., 2006). For instance, microarray experiments have yielded
large amounts of genome-wide expression information under various conditions or in
different tissues for several model species. Expression compendia grouping multiple
microarray experiments make it possible to define correlated expression patterns
between genes (Eisen et al., 1998; Lee and Tzou, 2009). Genes within a
coexpression cluster are expected to have more similar functionality than those
without expression similarity. In other words, functionally related genes are often
coexpressed, both in closely and more distantly related species (Stuart et al., 2003;
Bergmann et al., 2004)
To compare expression data between different species, microarrays can be
processed in three different manners (Lu et al., 2009). One approach combines
multiple microarray experiments to identify differentially expressed genes in each
species independently and then compare these genes among different species
(Mustroph et al., 2010). This method requires for each species orthology information
to link gene expression states across species and can be applied to both closely or
more distantly related species. Although orthologs are defined as homologs derived
by a speciation event, it is important to note that sequence-based orthology inference
not necessary implies functional equivalence (Studer and Robinson-Rechavi, 2009).
Another approach hybridizes samples from different but closely related species to the
same microarray and requires similar experimental conditions as well as orthology
information. Finally, separate arrays can be used to sample similar experimental
conditions for different species and all of them are analyzed together to investigate
expression evolution of orthologs, paralogs, or specific functional categories (Lu et
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al., 2009). The latter approach was used, for example, to investigate species-specific
gene duplications in human and mouse (Huminiecki and Wolfe, 2004). In addition to
comparison of expression profiles between orthologous genes, some studies also try
to combine expression information with sequence evolution and gene function.
Bergmann et al. integrated expression data of six species with their genomic
sequence information to identify coexpression conservation and to improve functional
gene annotation. Based on graph theory, transcriptional networks were inferred
revealing that highly connected genes are often conserved and have essential
functional rules (Bergmann et al., 2004). Sets of genes that are conserved at both
sequence and expression levels among multiple species are expected to play a key
role in biological responses (Stuart et al., 2003; Lu et al., 2009).
Although comparative expression analysis is most straightforward when
compatible expression data sets are used that cover equivalent conditions for all
species, in this approach only a small fraction of all available data in different species
can be utilized (Tirosh et al., 2007). Furthermore, how similar gene expression is
modulated in distantly related species is still not understood, even when considering
compatible

conditions.

To

overcome

these

limitations,

more

advanced

transcriptomics studies have shown that comparing coexpression, instead of the raw
expression values, provides a valid alternative to identify regulatory modules and
study their evolution (Stuart et al., 2003). For instance, gene expression between the
four distantly related species Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, H.
sapiens and Saccharomyces cerevisiae was compared by means of a coexpression
meta-analysis (Dutilh et al., 2006). Pairs of species were considered and for each
gene the ‘expression context’, which is based on the coexpression with all other
genes that have unequivocal orthologous counterparts in both genomes, was
compared. Significant expression context conservation (ECC) was found for many
orthologs and, in addition, sequence and coexpression context evolution did not
strongly correlate after duplication and speciation (Dutilh et al., 2006).
Rice (Oryza sativa) is one of the most important alimentary crops with a
relatively small genome size compared to many other cereals and serves as a model
for monocotyledons. Although the genome size of Arabidopsis thaliana, a model for
dicotyledonous plants is much smaller than that of rice (115 Mb and 420 Mb,
respectively), both species share a large number (56-77%) of homologous genes
(Vandepoele and Van de Peer, 2005; Sterck et al., 2007). Analysis of similarities and
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differences between the Arabidopsis and rice transcriptomes for similar organ types
with custom-made oligomer microarrays revealed that similar portions we expressed
in their corresponding organ types (Ma et al., 2005). In addition, evidence was found
that a large fraction of rice genes lacking Arabidopsis homologs were expressed (Ma
et al., 2005). Here, a statistical framework was developed to compare expression for
orthologous genes in rice and Arabidopsis. The importance of gene function and
tissue specificity in correlation with the coexpression conservation was analyzed as
well as the relationship between coding sequence and expression evolution.

Results
Relationship between expression similarity and gene function
To compare gene expression between the two model species Arabidopsis and
rice, for both organisms an expression compendium was assembled based on
Affymetrix microarray experiments retrieved from NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus.
Starting from a set of 322 Arabidopsis and 203 rice microarray slides, data
normalization and averaging of replicates resulted in an initial expression data set of
129 Arabidopsis and 84 rice experiments. Subsequently, the effect of highly similar
experiments per data set was reduced by identification and removal of highly
redundant samples (see Material and Methods) since these can introduce functional
biases (De Bodt et al., 2010). After collapsing redundant conditions and removing
transgenic or mutant experiments, we obtained a final dataset covering 76
Arabidopsis and 63 rice experiments (Supplemental Table 1). Using a custom-made
Chip Description File (CDF) grouping only non cross-hybridizing probes in probesets,
the expression patterns of 19,937 Arabidopsis genes and 32,004 rice genes were
monitored (see “Material and Methods”).
As both compendia contained experiments covering different tissues,
developmental stages or (a)biotic treatments, we first determined whether biologically
relevant information could be retrieved from both expression data sets. Starting from
predefined gene sets that grouped genes based on Gene Ontology (GO)
annotations, we used the expression coherence (EC) to quantify the level of
expression similarity for functionally related genes in one species. EC is a measure
for the amount of expression similarity within a set of genes and is high for a set of
genes that converges into one or a few tight coexpression clusters (Pilpel et al.,
7

2001). Expression similarities between gene pairs were calculated with the Pearson
correlation coefficient and an EC value of 100% indicated that all genes were
coexpressed with each other (see “Materials and Methods”). For both species, 1625% of all 1550 GO functional categories (with five or more genes) had high
coexpression levels (EC>10%). As a control experiment, the influence of individual
microarray experiments to the globally observed coexpression pattern was
determined with jackknifing. The application of this bootstrapping procedure, which
iteratively removes a subset of the initial data, showed that the observed EC values
are robust for both species (Supplemental Figure 1).
Many functional GO terms had significant EC in both species (Figure 1, black
dots) and examples included general housekeeping functions related to DNA and
RNA metabolism, ribosome biogenesis, translation, photosynthesis, tricarboxylic acid
cycle, starch metabolic process and cell cycle (Supplemental Table 2). Some GO
terms only showed high EC values in one organism and examples covered protein
polymerization, defense response to fungus, and response to brassinosteroid
stimulus in rice and cell recognition, phospholipid transport, and 1,3-beta-glucan
metabolism in Arabidopsis.

Measuring Expression Context Conservation between Arabidopsis and rice orthologs
Whereas EC values indicated that for some predefined functional categories
differences in global coexpression levels existed, this measure did not report whether
orthologous genes had similar expression patterns in different species, or whether,
for specific gene functions, the underlying coexpression network has diverged during
evolution. To determine if the expression profiles were conserved between two
species, we developed an expression context conservation (ECC) score. According
to Dutilh et al. (Dutilh et al., 2006) the expression context is based on the expression
correlations between a query gene and all other genes in that species (or genecentric coexpression cluster). The ECC was obtained by starting from an 1:1
orthologous seed gene pair, retrieving all coexpressed genes per species and
calculating how many orthologous genes were coexpressed in both species (Figure
2; Material and Methods). High ECC values indicated that in both species the same
genes were coexpressed, potentially reflecting the conservation of an ancestral
coexpression module, whereas low ECC values suggested that, since the divergence
of both species, a substantial number of coexpression partners had been gained or
8

lost. The OrthoMCL algorithm was applied to identify orthologous genes from the full
set of Arabidopsis and rice proteins. In total, 7911 orthologous gene families were
found that covered approximately 12,000 genes for both species (see “Materials and
Methods”). Based on the functional annotations for both species all orthologous
families were annotated with GO and Reactome (see “Materials and Methods”).
The biological relevance of ECC was evaluated by comparing the observed
ECC score for an orthologous gene pair against a null model in which neutral
expression evolution was assumed. Application of an iterative sampling procedure
generating 1000 random pairs of gene-centric clusters (per species and per
orthologous gene pair) and comparison of the observed with the expected ECC
scores made it possible to classify the orthologous expression contexts as
significantly conserved, diverged or not significant (called ‘ECC category’; see
Supplemental Figure 2). Whereas ECC scores non-significantly differing from the
expected background distribution were simply considered as non-significant,
significantly diverged ECC scores referred to orthologous gene pairs with less shared
coexpression partners between both species than expected by chance, possibly
reflecting positive selection. As the false discovery rate for ECC diverged genes was
much higher compared to that of ECC conserved genes (25% and 0.82%,
respectively), it should be treated with caution. Application of two different null
models to estimate significance levels, one controlling for tissue specific expression
and one correcting for the degree distribution in the network (or connectivity), yielded
highly similar results (see “Materials and Methods”). Results from the connectivity
model are reported throughout, whereas genes with non-conserved ECC refer to the
categories diverged and non-significant.
ECC scores for all 4630 1:1 orthologous rice - Arabidopsis gene pairs revealed
that 77% had a conserved expression context, whereas 8.5% and 14.5% had a
diverged and non-significant ECC, respectively (Figure 3). As expected, low ECC
scores primarily included diverged and non-significant genes while high values were
mostly classified as significantly conserved (Supplemental Table 3). Functional
biases determined with GO and MAPMAN enrichment analysis indicated that several
biological processes linked with general housekeeping functions had highly
conserved expression contexts (e.g., photosynthesis, plastid organization, DNA
replication, RNA processing, cell division, and reproductive structure development).
Interestingly, several functional categories were significantly underrepresented in
9

ECC conserved genes and examples include transcription factor (TF) activity, cell
communication, ubiquitin-protein ligase activity, response to salt stress, and hormone
stimulus. MAPMAN annotations indicated that different specific TF families (GRAS,
Homeobox, WRKY, bZIP, and JUMONJI) were enriched in the set of non-conserved
ECC genes.

ECC varies for different functional categories
The distributions of conserved, diverged, and non-significant ECC categories
differed for various functional classification systems (Supplemental table 4). Average
ECC scores indicated that genes assigned to KEGG/AraCyc pathways had a more
conserved coexpression than those of the GO Biological Process or Molecular
Function categories (average fraction of conserved ECC genes was 86%, 79%, and
76%, respectively). Categories with 50% or less conserved genes included regulation
of signal transduction and cell communication, GTPase regulatory activity, starch
metabolism, response to ethylene and gibberellin stimulus, and response to
starvation (Figure 3 and Supplemental table 4). A high fraction of ECC diverged
genes was found for receptor activity (31%), polysaccharide metabolism (36%) and
starch metabolism (31%).
As a substantial number of genes involved in gene regulation, hormone
response, and starch metabolism showed non-conserved coexpression contexts, we
analyzed these categories in more detail. Focusing on transcription factors revealed
that developmental regulators were overall well conserved at the transcriptional level
(e.g. ECC conserved TF: 11/14 tissue, 4/5 leaf, 7/9 shoot, and 9/12 flower
development).

Examples of highly diverged hormone-related TFs included HY5

(bZIP involved in light-regulated transcriptional activation), the auxin responsive NAC
domain-containing protein 9 (AT1G26870), MYB26 (AT3G13890, gibberellin
responsive) and the ethylene-response factor AT5G25190 (subfamily B-6 of
ERF/AP2 family).

In contrast, TFs with highly conserved coexpression patterns

covered OCP3, BLH1, and ATCDC5 (involved in response to fungus) as well as CLF,
FMA, AGL16, LAS, and ATMYB5 (role in development). For all Arabidopsis genes
discussed throughout this manuscript a list with orthologous gene identifiers is
provided (see “Materials and Methods”).
Several diverged stress-related genes encoded for DNA photolyases (CRY3
and PHR1), were responsive to DNA damage stimulus or were involved in DNA
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repair (ATRAD51B/RAD51B, AT1G49980). GO categories, such as ‘response to
stimulus’ or ‘response to stress’ shared 78% conserved ECC genes, suggesting that
general stress-related signaling was largely conserved between both species.
Interestingly, the ECC conservation levels varied largely for some specific response
categories: all response to cytokinin stimulus genes were ECC conserved (e.g.
GCR1, ARR11/22, TSD2, ADA2B, MCB1, PAS1, AHK5 and CKI1), 62% of the
responses to UV genes, but only 50% of the genes responsive to gibberellin or
sucrose stimulus (Supplemental table 4).
Although starch metabolic genes had elevated levels of coexpression per
species (Figure 1), many genes had non-conserved coexpression patterns. Starch
metabolism is tightly coupled with photosynthesis, resulting in biosynthesis in
transient starch granules during the day and nocturnal breakdown. Consequently,
both starch synthases as well as different degrading enzymes, phosphatases, and
transporters are required to maintain correct sugar levels in different plant tissues
(Orzechowski, 2008). Starch, stored in tuberous tissues or seeds, plays a central role
as an energy source during germination. Whereas in most plants ADPglucose, a
substrate for starch synthases, is produced in the plastid through a ADPglucose
pyrophosphorylase (AGPase), cereals possess a cytosolic AGPase-synthesizing
ADPglucose in the developing endosperm that is then imported into the plastid for
starch synthesis. Non-conserved ECC genes involved in starch metabolism included
both genes involved in starch synthesis (ATSS3) and degradation (iso-amylases
ISA2 and ISA3; alpha-amylase ATPU1 and beta-amylase CT-BMY). Whereas most
Arabidopsis starch-related genes were expressed in several tissues, including leaves
and seeds, the corresponding rice genes were expressed in fewer tissues with ECC
diverged starch genes being primarily expressed in seed endosperm and embryos.
These results suggest that, at the transcriptional level, the integration of light
perception coupled with the complex regulation of starch metabolism in Arabidopsis
and rice has diverged substantially since the divergence of dicots and monocots (Fu
and Xue, 2010).

ECC patterns for evolutionarily conserved plant genes
In addition to the study of expression conservation for different functional
categories, we also delineated specific gene sets focusing on genome organization
and phyletic distribution. Closely related species have extensive regions of shared
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gene content and order (or colinearity), but as the evolutionary distance between two
species increases, colinear segments erode due to gene loss and rearrangements
(Liu et al., 2001; Vandepoele et al., 2002). Starting from a set of 76 regions with
conserved gene content and order between Arabidopsis and rice, 116 1:1
orthologous colinear gene pairs were extracted. Comparison of the degree of
coexpression of neighboring genes in colinear regions revealed that only 5.3% and
5.92% of these genes had coordinated expression profiles in Arabidopsis and rice,
respectively. Compared to the expected degree of coexpression (i.e. maximum 10%
with the 90th percentile PCC threshold), these genes showed no strong evidence for
large-scale co-regulation (Ren et al., 2005). Of all orthologous colinear gene pairs,
69% had a conserved ECC.
Genes with homologs in all other plants are known as ‘core’ genes and include
essential genes covering the basic genetic toolbox in plants. The study of core plant
genes combined with expression states provides a simple means to enlarge our
understanding of the evolution of gene function versus regulation. From the 8478
conserved Arabidopsis core genes (with homologs in all nine plant species present in
the PLAZA comparative genomics platform) (Proost et al., 2009), 1787 genes were
present in 1:1 orthologous families. Of these core genes, 80% (1426/1787) had
conserved ECC patterns, revealing a 3% increase in conserved coexpression state
compared to the average level in the complete data set (p-value <8.5e-05;
hypergeometric distribution).

Organization and conservation of cis-regulatory elements in ECC conserved genes
To characterize the underlying mechanism of conserved coexpression
patterns in Arabidopsis and rice, we analyzed the promoter regions of all genes with
known cis-regulatory elements. First, known plant DNA motifs from AGRIS
(Palaniswamy et al., 2006) and PLACE (Higo et al., 1999) were mapped onto the 1
kb upstream promoters followed by motif enrichment analysis per gene-centric
cluster (Vandepoele et al., 2009). To reduce the inclusion of false-positive motif
instances, for a given gene-centric cluster, only motifs present in the seed gene
promoter and significantly enriched in the corresponding coexpression cluster were
retained for further analysis. 308 and 276 DNA motifs were found to be enriched in
Arabidopsis and rice, respectively, with an average number of 15 and 21 enriched
motifs per promoter (covering 3242 and 3267 Arabidopsis and rice genes).
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For the 3270 ECC conserved orthologous genes, all promoter motifs
conserved between Arabidopsis and rice were determined to study whether
conserved coexpression patterns correlated with shared cis-regulatory elements. As
a control, we shuffled all enriched gene-motif annotations and compared the real
motif conservation rates with the expected values. In total, 3003 (84%) Arabidopsis
genes were found with one or more conserved motif, whereas 161 DNA motifs were
conserved in orthologous genes from both species. In contrast, the motif
conservation rate in the non-conserved ECC genes and control set was 75% and
73%, respectively. When genes with at least 5 or 15 conserved motifs were
considered, the ECC conserved category contained 1240 and 608 genes (i.e., 2 and
3.7 fold more than in the control data set, respectively).
At least 14 different regulatory elements were much more conserved between
orthologous genes than expected by chance (p-value < 0.05) and several of them
were related to (or showed GO enrichment for) conserved processes, such as
photosynthesis (IBOXCORE, MYBST1, SORLIP1ATand ABRELATERD1), ribosome
biogenesis (SITEIIATCYTC), or basic transcriptional control (INRNTPSADB). Motifs
enriched in >50 Arabidopsis genes, but not conserved in the orthologous rice genes,
covered CBFHV (C-repeat binding factors; dehydration-responsive element),
ARR1AT (ARR1-binding element; response regulator), MYBGAHV (central element
of gibberellin response complex), AP3SV40 (AP-3 binding site consensus sequence),
and SV40COREENHAN (SV40 core enhancer).

Influence of tissue specificity, protein evolution, and connectivity on ECC
Tissue specific gene expression plays a fundamental role in multi-cellular
systems, underlying the development, function and maintenance of diverse cell types
within an organism. Here, we used τ (referred to as Tau in figures) to quantify the
level of differential expression across conditions (accounting for the quantitative
variations in transcript levels) and to identify tissue-specificity (Liao and Zhang,
2006). τ ranges from 0 to 1 and high values correspond with low expression breadth
(i.e. expressed in a few tissues).

First, we investigated how tissue specific or

constitutive expression was linked with ECC and protein evolution (Figure 4). For
orthologs with different expression patterns, the fraction of genes with conserved
ECC rose with increasing τ values (Supplemental Figure 3). Both for Arabidopsis and
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rice, the median τ values were significantly higher for ECC conserved than for nonconserved genes (Arabidopsis τ 0.184 and 0.169 respectively, p-value<2.6e-05; rice
τ 0.200 and 0.175 respectively, p-value<2.2e-10). For all orthologous gene pairs, the
rate of non-synonymous substitutions (Ka) was used to measure evolution at the
protein-coding level. For both species, comparison of τ as a function of Ka showed
that tissue specificity correlated with increasing rates of protein evolution
(Supplemental Figure 4).
Ka distributions for genes with different ECC patterns did not differ significantly
in protein evolution for genes with conserved and non-conserved coexpression
contexts (median Ka values of 0.323 and 0.329, respectively; p-value 0.28). Plotting
the distribution of ECC categories for genes with increasing rates of protein evolution
confirmed the absence of a strong association between expression and protein
evolution (Supplemental Figure 5). The ratio of the number of non-synonymous
substitutions to the number of synonymous substitutions (Ka/Ks) was used to
evaluate whether the selective pressure that acted on a protein-coding gene varied
per ECC category. Although significant, the difference in the level of purifying
selection between different ECC types was small (median Ka/Ks value for conserved
and non-conserved genes were 0.087 and 0.084, respectively; p-value 0.023).
Finally, we evaluated whether the connectivity of a gene, defined as the
number of coexpressing partners, had an influence on the evolution of orthologs or
tissue specificity. As shown in Supplemental Figure 6, both in Arabidopsis and rice
highly connected genes were enriched for ECC conserved genes, while no clear
trend was observed for τ or Ka (data not shown). Controlling for rates of protein
evolution (by binning genes based on Ka) confirmed that, overall, ECC conserved
genes

were

more

tissue

specific

than

their

non-conserved

counterparts

(Supplemental Figure 7). The presence of a TATA promoter motif did not correlate
with the level of coexpression conservation.

Concerted network evolution for genes without conserved tissue specificity
Like in vertebrates (Chan et al., 2009), in Arabidopsis and rice many genes
show tissue specificity as well as expression conservation (e.g. AT3G04700,
AT3G17060, GATL4, AMS and AG in flower; AT4G31830, AT2G28420, AT1G05510,
AT3G12960, ATOEP16-2 in seed or AT1G30870 in root). However, based on a set of
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tissue specific Arabidopsis genes (Schmid et al., 2005), several orthologs (5/14) were
broadly expressed in rice. By including additional Arabidopsis and rice genes with
high τ values in our expression compendia, we found several orthologs without
conserved tissue specificity (malate synthase AT5G03860, seed; C3HC4-type RING
finger AT2G20650, root xylem; selemium-binding protein AT3G23800, root cortex
and TET4, seeds stage 8 without siliques; Figure 5A). Whereas for a large number of
genes the loss of tissue specificity in one species coincided with non-conserved
coexpression patterns (Table 1; Type II), more than 20 genes were identified with
tissue specific expression in only one species but also showing expression context
conservation (Type I). In this case, the tissue specific gene under investigation as
well as the genes showing a conserved expression adopted, in a concerted manner,
a different expression pattern in the other species. Figure 5B depicts a flower-specific
(stage 15 stamen - pollen) Arabidopsis serine carboxypeptidase (SCPL38) with
functional enrichment for reproduction and flower development. Although the
orthologous gene had a broad expression pattern in rice (thin borders rice genes in
Figure 5B), the coexpression with several known flower development genes such as
SEP1-3, AG, and AP3, was conserved in both species. Another example is the
concerted network for Arabidopsis IQD10, a gene involved in phloem or xylem
histogenesis, but with ubiquitous expression in rice (Supplementary Figure 8). Finally,
a small set of genes was specifically expressed in both species, but for different
tissues (Type III). Although all these genes all have a non-conserved ECC, in at least
one case (AT1G70500, pectin lyase), the coexpression contexts in both species had
a similar GO enrichment (carbohydrate metabolism), suggesting a similar molecular
function.

Discussion
Whereas comparative sequence analysis is a powerful tool to study genome
evolution, to discover conserved orthologous genes, and to identify species-specific
gene families, the integration of functional genomics data provides an additional layer
of information to study gene function and regulation. Recently, expression data,
functional gene annotations, protein-protein interaction data, knock-out phenotype
information and cis-regulatory elements have been combined to delineate
coexpressed modules, to predict new gene functions, and to identify transcriptional
15

regulatory interactions (Aoki et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2009; Vandepoele et al., 2009;
De Bodt et al., 2010; Mutwil et al., 2010; Obayashi and Kinoshita, 2010). Although
most coexpression approaches have been used to predict different types of genegene interactions in model species such as Arabidopsis or rice, inter-species
comparisons have identified examples of conserved coexpression modules in plants
(Ma et al., 2005; Street et al., 2008).
To determine which factors influence expression evolution in plants, we
performed a comparative transcriptomics analysis with large-scale expression data
from Arabidopsis and rice. ECC represents an unsupervised approach to
systematically compare gene expression networks between two species, including a
statistical framework to quantify coexpression conservation. Although this approach
is not directly comparing expression profiles from identical experiments between
species (Tirosh et al., 2007), comparing coexpression clusters provides a valuable
alternative to study expression between distantly closely and more distantly related
species lacking perfectly matched data sets. In contrast to two recent methods that
also compare conserved expression patterns to identify functional analogy among
homologous genes (Chikina and Troyanskaya, 2011; Mutwil et al., 2011), the
presented ECC method includes different null models to reliably estimate the
significance levels of conserved coexpression that control for network properties,
such as connectivity or tissue specificity. Overall, conserved coordinated expression
occurred in 77% of the analyzed genes of Arabidopsis and rice. This degree of
expression similarity is higher than the 60% reported for Arabidopsis and Populus
orthologs that have broadly similar expression patterns during leaf development
(Street et al., 2008). Whereas the set of genes with expression conservation
delineated here is robust when alternative models are used to estimate significance
levels (77% and 75% ECC conservation with the connectivity and tissue specific null
models, respectively), the study of (Street et al., 2008) monitored conservation of leaf
expression in the absence of a statistical framework. Although only genes with
orthologs in both species have been retained, almost 25% of all analyzed genes had
no significant coexpression conservation, indicating that a substantial fraction of
coexpression links has been rewired during plant evolution.
The observed conservation of many developmental regulators generates
valuable information for the transfer of biological knowledge between different
species in plant biotechnology. In contrast, many genes that respond to a specific
16

stress stimulus or are involved in signal transduction had low conservation levels,
suggesting a link between regulatory evolution and adaptation to lifestyle or
environment. As the degree of coexpression conservation varied for different
functional categories, the relationship between protein evolution (Ka), tissue
specificity (τ), and ECC was analyzed in more detail considering different GO
categories (Supplemental Table 5). Notably, several GO terms deviated significantly
from the general trends. Genes evolving rapidly at the expression level, but slowly at
the protein level (low fraction of ECC conserved genes and low Ka), include
categories such as cellular response to extracellular stimulus, oxygen and reactive
oxygen species metabolism, response to salt stress, and mitochondrial and
carbohydrate transmembrane transport. Expression divergence of duplicate genes
under environmental stress has also been found to be significantly greater than that
under developmental (Ha et al., 2007). In addition, the levels of expression
divergence between gene duplicates were the greatest in extracellular transport,
signal transduction, stress response and transcription, and the lowest in the cellular
and developmental processes, such as energy pathway, protein metabolism,
intracellular transport, DNA and RNA metabolism, and cell organization and
biogenesis. These functional categories are highly congruent with the ECC results
(Figure 3) and indicate that expression divergence in response to external processes
not only acts on recent duplicates but also on orthologous genes that have been
present for hundreds of millions of years within the genomes of flowering plants.
Moreover, both the diverged and conserved gene functions highlight the robustness
and stochasticity of gene regulatory networks in the control of gene expression.
Ninety-three percent of a set of 147 essential Arabidopsis embryo defective genes
(Meinke et al., 2008) were ECC conserved, confirming the robustness of regulatory
developmental programs across species (Macneil and Walhout, 2011).
Although it is plausible to assume that conserved expression contexts are the
output of ancestral regulatory interactions that have been conserved in extant
species (Humphry et al., 2010), the absence of large-scale TF-target data makes it
difficult to construct genome-wide gene regulatory networks in plants and to directly
study their evolution. Therefore, information about known cis-regulatory elements
was integrated to annotate coexpression contexts. Tight regulatory promoter
conservation (i.e. five or more conserved motifs) explains the observed coexpression
conservation for 41% of all analyzed genes, revealing a two-fold enrichment
17

compared to a control data set. Corroborating the relationship between expression
evolution and adaptation, several motifs enriched only in the contexts of Arabidopsis
have been annotated as responsive elements, suggesting that different cis-regulatory
elements and/or other transcription factors regulate these genes in each organism.
The contribution of cis-regulatory elements to conserved transcriptional control
should be interpreted cautiously because the knowledge of plant promoter elements
is far from complete.
Although ‘ancient’ core plant genes with a broad phyletic distribution displayed
a small, but significant, increase in the fraction of ECC conserved genes (80% versus
77% considering all genes), we found no strong evidence for the hypothesis that
genes with conserved gene organization are highly conserved in expression (69%
ECC conservation). These results imply that colinear genes between Arabidopsis and
rice are, at the regulatory level, not more conserved than genes that have been
rearranged since the divergence of both species (Ren et al., 2007). Despite the
coexpression of neighboring genes in rice (Ma et al., 2005), currently, there is little
evidence that general co-regulatory mechanisms, complementary to, for example, bidirectional promoters, act on a global scale in plant genomes. Altogether, our findings
indicate that orthologs inferred through sequence similarity in many cases do not
resemble similar biological gene functions and highlight the importance of
incorporating expression information when homologous genes between different
species are analyzed.
The combined information about tissue specific gene expression (τ) and
protein sequence evolution (Ka) indicates that high tissue specificity is linked with
conserved ECC and high rates of protein evolution (Figure 4). Reversely, this pattern
suggests that genes expressed in many tissues or conditions, potentially with a
pleiotropic function, are strongly constrained at the sequence level. Network
connectivity analysis confirmed that genes expressed coordinately with many other
partners have more conserved patterns of expression evolution. A large-scale
comparative expression study in mammals confirmed that highly tissue specific
genes tend to evolve rapidly at the sequence level, but slowly at the expression level
(Liao and Zhang, 2006). The high divergence at the protein level seems to coincide
with the assumption that tissue specific genes have less pleiotropic effects (Hastings,
1996; Duret and Mouchiroud, 2000), whereas carefully tuned expression of, for
example, tissue specific transcription factors, is essential for cell differentiation and
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the proper execution of developmental programs. The functional importance
hypothesis (Rocha and Danchin, 2004), in which highly expressed genes are
functionally more important and therefore more conserved in their coding sequences,
corresponds with the high levels of sequence conservation for genes with low τ
values. Also in yeast, genes with many protein-protein interactions or functional
protein sites negatively correlate with coding-sequence divergence, confirming the
strong constraint to maintain physical interactions (Tirosh and Barkai, 2008). We
observed no significant correlation between protein and expression evolution,
indicating that both modes of gene evolution are not coupled in plants. Similarly, after
comparison of expression similarity with coding sequences for >10,000 humanmouse orthologs, no strong correlation between expression and sequence evolution
was found in mammals (Liao and Zhang, 2006). Although contradicting conclusion
had been drawn in different species (Makova and Li, 2003; Jordan et al., 2005;
Lemos et al., 2005; Liao and Zhang, 2006; Sartor et al., 2006), also in yeast no
evidence has been found for a strong correlation between these two modes of gene
evolution (Tirosh and Barkai, 2008).
Changes in the expression pattern of a tissue specific gene will have important
consequences for the interacting genes and the biological function of the underlying
network. Complementary with a report of concerted expression divergence after
large-scale duplications in Arabidopsis (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004), we have identified
more than 20 genes in which the expression contexts are conserved and tissue
specificity is not. Although in the case of gene duplication evolution might work on
the initially redundant version of a specific pathway or a set of genetically interacting
genes, the pattern of concerted expression evolution for different single-copy tissue
specific markers in Arabidopsis and rice is intriguing. In yeast, cross-species
promoter analysis has shown how the regulation of ribosomal proteins evolved via
intermediate redundant programs in which the concurrent emergence of cisregulatory elements was followed by loss of more ancient elements (Tanay et al.,
2005). A similar mechanism might provide an mechanistic explanation for the
concerted tissue specific divergence (Table 1), but the knowledge about regulatory
control in plants is currently insufficient to determine the role of cis- versus transregulatory changes in this network rewiring. The developed ECC framework provides
a practical approach to compare expression patterns and molecular phenotypes
between species. Nevertheless, the detailed characterization of target genes for
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orthologous regulators in different species will be required to obtain a more detailed
view on the regulatory evolution of signaling networks and the rate of expression
evolution in different plant families.

Material and methods
Expression Data
We obtained 203 and 322 Affymetrix CEL files for rice and Arabidopsis from
the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database, respectively, monitoring the
transcriptional activity in different tissues and developmental stages (Schmid et al.,
2005; Jain et al., 2007; Li et al., 2007), root cell types (Birnbaum et al., 2003; Norton
et al., 2008), and under different stress conditions (Walia et al., 2005; Kilian et al.,
2007; Swarbrick et al., 2008). The ATH1 microarray slides were processed with a
custom-made CDF file measuring 19,937 genes as described before (Vandepoele et
al., 2009). Briefly, all raw data were processed with the RMA algorithm
implementation (Irizarry et al., 2003) in Bioconductor and with custom-made CDF
files (background adjustment, quantile normalization, and finally summarization). A
remapping of all 631,066 rice probes to the rice gene models (TIGR5) showed that
43% of the original probeset (as defined by Affymetrix CDF ricecdf) contained one or
more cross-hybridizing probes (S.Movahedi and K.Vandepoele, unpublished results).
These cross hybridization effects could lead to significant errors, especially under
conditions where changes in expression are not dramatic. For all microarray analysis,
it is important to ascertain that a probe really measures the intended gene. Therefore
this inaccuracy in the original rice Affymetrix probeset urged us to design a new set of
probeset (or CDF file) containing probes unique at the gene level as described for
Arabidopsis (Casneuf et al., 2007). The new rice gene CDF file allowed to reliably
measure expression levels for 32,004 rice gene models and is available upon
request. The mean intensity values were calculated for the replicated slides. To
identify and remove redundant experiments, we first clustered all experiments with
hierarchical clustering (considering all genes and the Pearson Correlation Coefficient
(PCC) as a measure) and retained only one experiment as a representative for a set
of similar experiments (De Bodt et al., 2010).
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Clustering of expression data
Expression similarities between gene pairs (per species) were calculated with
the PCC. To identify coexpressed genes a similarity threshold was determined for
both expression compendia. Based on the similarity between expression profiles for
1,000 random genes (~1,000*999*0.5 gene pairs), a PCC threshold of 0.41 and 0.48,
corresponding with the 90th percentile of this distribution, was set for rice and
Arabidopsis, respectively. Although the absolute PCC threshold differed for both
species (because of differences in size and composition of the expression data set),
these percentile-based thresholds returned a similar relative cutoff for both species.
Application of different percentile thresholds to predict functional enrichments with
gene-centric coexpression clusters for genes with known annotations (excluding
electronic GO functional assignments) showed that the 90th percentile threshold
recovered the largest number of correct gene functions (results for Arabidopsis-rice
with a random set of 100 reference genes: 85th percentile, 32%-22% correct
predictions; 90th percentile, 33%-24% correct predictions; 95th percentile, 33%-23%
correct predictions).
The EC for a set of N genes was calculated as the fraction of all possible
N*(N-1)*0.5 gene pairs with a PCC higher than the threshold value defined for that
species. To determine the stability of the coexpression on removal of subsets of
experiments from the original expression compendium, a jackknife procedure was
applied. Based on 100 iterations, randomly 25% and 50% of the original experiments
were removed, percentile-based PCC thresholds were defined for the retained
experiments, and the EC per GO category was calculated.
To create gene-centric coexpression clusters, each gene is considered as a
seed gene and all genes with a PCC value bigger than the determined PCC
threshold are assigned to the cluster. Therefore, the number of clusters is equal to
the number of genes available in the expression data set and clusters are potentially
overlapping on a genome-wide scale. Data files containing the Arabidopsis and rice
gene coexpression clusters as well as the orthologous gene families are available at
http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/supplementary_data/Movahedi_ECC.
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Identification of orthologous gene families
To identify orthologous genes, we clustered similar protein sequences from
rice and Arabidopsis by means of

the OrthoMCL algorithm starting from an all-

against-all sequence similarity search with BLASTP (E-value < 1e-05, default inflation
factor 1.5). Arabidopsis and rice protein sequences were downloaded from TAIR7
and TIGR5, respectively. Among 33,195 families, 7911 contained at least one gene
from each species also present in the expression data. These families covered
12,019 rice genes and 12,419 Arabidopsis genes and could be subdivided in three
sub-categories: 1:1 orthologous groups (both species contained one gene; 4630
families), 1:n groups (one of the species contained a single gene and the other
multiple genes; 2194 families with 3748 and 4031 rice and Arabidopsis genes,
respectively) and n:m groups (n,m>1; 1087 families with 3641 and 3758 rice and
Arabidopsis genes, respectively). A list of Arabidopsis gene symbols, AGI locus
identifiers and orthologous rice genes is available in Supplemental Table 6.
Inparalogs are gene duplicates post-dating speciation. Recent benchmark studies
have shown that the OrthoMCL gene clustering method performs well in modeling
recent and ancient duplication events compared to more advanced methods based
on phylogenetic inference (Chen et al., 2007; Proost et al., 2009). For every
functional category (see below), all genes with one or more orthologous gene in the
other species were retained for the EC analysis. Genes from 1:1 orthologous families
were used as seeds to study the ECC (retaining all genes with orthologs in both
plants to calculate the gene-centric coexpression clusters). Because for both species
not all genes are present on the Affymetrix microarrays, the reported ECC scores are
not exact but represent estimates based on the orthologs available in the CDF files .
Functional annotation
Genes and orthologous gene families were functionally annotated with GO
and Reactome terms. Whereas GO labels were retrieved from the Gene Ontology
website (version July 21st 2009 for Arabidopsis and April 18th 2009 for rice),
Reactome data were downloaded from http://arabidopsisreactome.org/ (Tsesmetzis
et al., 2008). The gene-GO annotations were extended to include parental GO terms
(i.e. a gene assigned to a given GO category was automatically assigned to all the
parent categories as well) by propagating all GO annotations up to all possible edges
of the GO graph (with the Perl GO::Parser and GO::Node modules). GO annotations
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were assigned to all 1:1 orthologous gene pairs starting from the original gene-GO
annotation files. ECC scores for different functional categories excluding electronic
evidence tags (IEA, ISS, NAS, NR, and ND) are reported in Supplemental Table 7.
To calculate the EC for different GO categories (Figure 1 and Supplemental Table 2),
the original gene annotations were used.
The statistical significance of the functional enrichment for GO and MAPMAN (Thimm
et al., 2004) annotations was evaluated with the hypergeometric distribution adjusted
by the FDR correction for multiple hypotheses testing by means of the p.adjust stats
package in R (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). Corrected p-values<0.05 were
considered significant. MAPMAN results are reported in Supplemental Table 8.
Colinear regions between Arabidopsis and rice were computed with i-ADHoRe and
retrieved from PLAZA, a comparative genomics resource (Proost et al., 2009).

Calculation ECC scores
In a first step, for all genes, a set of co-expressed genes was defined (genecentric cluster) by retrieving the neighboring genes in the coexpression network.
Next, for gene-centric clusters from 1:1 orthologs, the number of orthologs were
determined with coexpression in both species (Figure 1). The overlap of conserved
shared orthologous families in both coexpression clusters was quantified with the
Jaccard Index (JI) that measures the ratio of the number of shared families over the
total number of families found in the two coexpression clusters. A permutation test
was applied to determine whether the observed ECC score for that 1:1 orthologous
gene pair could be considered conserved, diverged, or not significant (i.e.
significantly larger, smaller or not different compared to a background distribution of
ECC values; p-value < 0.05). For each 1:1 orthologous gene pair A and R, 1000
pairs of gene-centric clusters were randomly sampled, maintaining the gene-centric
cluster sizes (A) and (R), respectively. The expected ECC scores, reflecting a neutral
null model of expression evolution, were used to estimate a p-value for coexpression
conservation or divergence. Two null models were used, one controlling tissue
specific expression and one correcting the degree distribution in the network (or
connectivity). One model controlled the expression breadth (with τ) in determining
the ECC significance and the other the degree distribution (or connectivity) of the
different genes in the network. Briefly, during the permutation-based significance
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estimation by using these models, we randomly sampled genes with properties
similar to those of the genes present in the real network (i.e. expression breadth or
connectivity). First, all genes were grouped in 50 bins based on τ (or connectivity)
and subsequently we sampled from a specific bin to control for expression breadth
(or the number of coexpressed genes). Orthologous pairs with higher (or lower) JI
than that of the random values were considered as conserved (or diverged) and
genes not belonging to any of these categories were classified as non-significant
(Supplemental Figure 2). To correct for multiple comparisons again the FDR method
was applied with p.adjust. Classification of JI with other percentile-based PCC
thresholds for expression similarity yielded highly similar results.

Calculation of Ka and Ks
The coding sequences for the gene pairs were aligned with CLUSTALW
version 1.83 (Thompson et al., 2002) with the protein sequences as alignment
guides. From this alignment unambiguously aligned positions were retained for
further

analysis

(Proost et

al.,

2009). Synonymous

and non-synonymous

substitutions (Ks and Ka) were estimated with codeml (part of PAML package) (Yang,
1997) with the following parameter settings: verbose 0, noisy 0, runmode -2, seqtype
1, model 0, NSsites 0, icode 0, fix_alpha 0, fix_kappa 0, and RateAncestor 0. Note
that Ks values > 5 should be considered as unreliable.

Statistical analysis
Differences between ECC conserved and non-conserved gene sets were
tested with the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test (also known as the Mann–
Whitney–Wilcoxon test) with the “wilcox.test” function in “stats” R package version
2.9.1. To determine whether the fraction of ECC conserved genes is significantly
larger for a specific functional category than that of the overall ECC conservation
considering all genes, the hypergeometric distribution was used (Supplementary
Tables 4 and 6). Differences between Ka (or τ) values between all 1:1 orthologs and
genes annotated with a specific functional category were also evaluated with the
Mann-Whitney U test, as well as differences between Ka (or τ) values for ECC
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conserved and non-conserved gene sets within a specific functional category
(Supplementary Table 5).
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Figure 1. Expression Coherence (EC) values for different GO categories. EC of
114 non-redundant GO Biological Process terms in rice and Arabidopsis. GO terms
with elevated coexpression in both organisms are colored in black, whereas those
significantly coexpressed in only one species have a white fill. Only GO terms
covering between 10 and 80 genes are shown and redundant GO terms are omitted
(see Supplemental Table 2 for full list).
Figure 2. Calculation of Expression Context Conservation score. Starting from
an orthologous gene pair (rice gene OS04G24530 and Arabidopsis gene
AT1G62940, marked with double circles), all coexpressed genes per species are
retrieved (solid grey line). The thickness of the line indicates the expression similarity
measured using the Pearson Correlation Coefficient. All orthologous relationships are
indicated with orange lines and are used to determine the number of shared families
between both coexpression clusters. Red circles represent GO functional annotations
enriched in both clusters (GO:0009555 pollen development). The Jaccard Index of
the depicted ECC conserved gene pair is 0.088 (16 shared families over 182 families
in total). Note that for clarity not all coexpressed genes and GO terms are depicted.

Figure 3. Comparison of ECC scores for different functional categories
between Arabidopsis and rice. The fraction of genes with conserved, diverged, and
non-significant ECC scores for different gene sets. The first line reports the results for
all 4630 1:1 orthologous gene pairs, while the other lines refer to different functional
sets delineated with GO and Aracyc (Reactome). + and - signs indicate that the
fraction of ECC conserved genes is significantly higher or lower compared to the
overall ECC conservation level, respectively.
Figure 4. Summary of the correlations between expression and sequence
evolution, connectivity, and tissue specificity. The “+” symbol denotes a positive
correlation whereas the “?” symbol and dotted lines indicate that no positive or
negative correlation is found. Correlations deemed significant with the Mann–Whitney
U test are highlighted as solid black arrows.
Figure 5. Expression evolution of tissue specific genes. (A) Expression heatmap
of orthologous Arabidopsis (left) and rice genes (right) lacking conservation of tissue
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specificity. Green values indicate expression above background, whereas ‘cons’, ‘div’
and ‘non’ prefixes indicate the ECC category. Black, orange and brown bars indicate
type I, II and III genes (for details see Table 1). (B) Expression network of concerted
expression divergence for the flower-specific Arabidopsis gene SCPL38. Grey and
orange lines show coexpression and orthology relationships, respectively, whereas
the thickness of the grey lines indicates the expression similarity. Green and purple
nodes denote Arabidopsis and rice genes, respectively, whereas the orthologous
seed genes are drawn as a box (and indicated by asterisk in the heatmap shown in
panel A). Node border thickness marks the tissue specific expression measured with
τ.
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Table 1. Genes showing non-conserved tissue specific expression in Arabidopsis and rice
Ath Gene
(1)

Osa Gene (1)

AT1G20080
AT1G22730
AT1G22750
AT1G54500
AT1G67840
AT2G05850
AT2G21820

OS09G36770
OS03G12180
OS06G38320
OS08G23410
OS12G19530
OS07G46350
OS08G29600

AT2G35710
AT3G15050

Ath Ebreadth
(Tau)

1 ( 0.492 )
19 ( 0.309 )
63 ( 0.136 )
55 ( 0.191 )
50 ( 0.156 )
3 ( 0.593 )
8 ( 0.601 )

Osa Ebreadth
(Tau)

ECC
category

Ath tissue (2)

Osa tissue

anther-stigma
leaf
leaf, seedling
leaf

Type
(3)

58 ( 0.130 )
2 ( 0.706 )
2 ( 0.407 )
6 ( 0.425 )
4 ( 0.468 )
36 ( 0.232 )
21 ( 0.328 )

cons
cons
cons
cons
cons
cons
cons

OS04G46750 6 ( 0.405 )
OS06G06160 4 ( 0.558 )

61 ( 0.137 )
59 ( 0.152 )

cons
cons

AT3G20860

OS02G37830 3 ( 0.451 )

61 ( 0.122 )

cons

AT3G25690

OS12G01449 52 ( 0.247 )

9 ( 0.626 )

cons

flower
flower
seed, shoot
osmotic-stress
root
leaf, xylem,
stem
xylem,
phloem, root
salt-stress
-

AT3G29240

OS10G18370 67 ( 0.156 )

9 ( 0.504 )

cons

-

AT3G51670

OS05G27820 69 ( 0.172 )

1 ( 0.402 )

cons

-

leaf,shootI
stigma,seedling
leaf,shoot-stigma, I
seedling
shoot
I

AT4G10260
AT4G18480

OS08G02120 3 ( 0.460 )
OS03G36540 55 ( 0.204 )

61 ( 0.131 )
2 ( 0.521 )

cons
cons

flower
-

leaf

I
I

AT4G35250
AT4G37445
AT5G07330

OS08G44000 51 ( 0.250 )
OS02G03430 1 ( 0.547 )
OS11G32890 6 ( 0.618 )

3 ( 0.413 )
25 ( 0.306 )
13 ( 0.519 )

cons
cons
cons

leaf

I
I
I

AT5G13410

OS07G04160 50 ( 0.169 )

6 ( 0.429 )

cons

phloem, APL
seed, shoot
osmotic-stress
-

Description (4)

-

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

SYTB
MA3 domain-containing protein
co-factor metabolism*
rubredoxin family protein
chloroplast sensor kinase (CSK)
serine carboxypeptidase-like 38 (SCPL38)
reproductive structure development*

-

I
I

glycogenin glucosyltransferase (glycogenin)-related
IQ-domain 10 (IQD10)

-

I

member of the NIMA-related serine/threonine kinases
(ATNEK5)

-

-

leaf,shootstigma,seedling

I

actin binding protein required for normal chloroplast
positioning (CHUP1)
chlorophyll metabolic process*
SEC14 cytosolic factor family protein / phosphoglyceride
transfer family protein
pfkB-type carbohydrate kinase family protein
CHLI subunit of magnesium chelatase which is required
for chlorophyll biosynthesis (CHLI1)
vestitone reductase-related
disaccharide biosynthesis*
response to abscisic acid stimulus*
immunophilin / FKBP-type peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans
isomerase family protein
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AT5G16010

OS07G06800 64 ( 0.230 )

6 ( 0.584 )

cons

-

AT5G24120

OS05G50930 35 ( 0.323 )

6 ( 0.574 )

cons

-

AT5G47180

OS10G40140 13 ( 0.261 )

1 ( 0.676 )

cons

-

AT5G47960
AT1G11720
AT2G15780
AT2G16630
AT2G17410
AT2G20650

OS09G10940
OS08G09230
OS06G11310
OS02G01190
OS02G48370
OS07G31850

59 ( 0.089 )
7 ( 0.548 )
31 ( 0.291 )
6 ( 0.620 )
1 ( 0.514 )
63 ( 0.059 )

cons
div
non
non
div
non

AT3G02600

OS01G04660 73 ( 0.172 )

4 ( 0.492 )

non

root
root
xylem, cortex,
root saltstress
-

AT3G15890
AT3G17210

OS02G09359 1 ( 0.416 )
OS01G33160 76 ( 0.123 )

59 ( 0.132 )
3 ( 0.537 )

div
non

root
-

AT3G23800

OS01G68770 7 ( 0.437 )

63 ( 0.164 )

div

AT4G04930

OS02G42660 4 ( 0.591 )

21 ( 0.350 )

non

root, xylem,
phloem,
cortex
flower

AT4G13100
AT4G26050
AT4G29250
AT5G03860
AT5G23920

OS01G68900
OS04G51580
OS03G53360
OS04G40990
OS10G40040

16 ( 0.200 )
1 ( 0.416 )
1 ( 0.402 )
5 ( 0.566 )
60 ( 0.174 )

2 ( 0.519 )
44 ( 0.229 )
21 ( 0.363 )
30 ( 0.311 )
9 ( 0.516 )

div
non
non
non
div

seed
flower
seed, cortex
-

AT5G45950
AT5G60220
AT5G66110

OS02G01980 44 ( 0.390 )
OS05G03140 1 ( 0.538 )
OS04G17100 3 ( 0.537 )

3 ( 0.676 )
63 ( 0.080 )
63 ( 0.129 )

non
non
non

seed
seed,shoot
osmotic-stress

3 ( 0.415 )
34 ( 0.224 )
2 ( 0.604 )
33 ( 0.301 )
22 ( 0.113 )
6 ( 0.471 )

leaf,shootstigma,seedling
leaf,shootstigma,seedling
anther-stigma

I

I

seed
inflorescence
anther-stigma
-

I
II
II
II
II
II

vesicle-associated membrane family protein / VAMP
family protein
Encodes a small molecular weight g-protein (ATRABA4C)
ATSS3 (starch synthase 3)
glycine-rich protein
proline-rich family protein
ARID/BRIGHT DNA-binding domain-containing protein
zinc finger (C3HC4-type RING finger) family protein

seed, embryostigma
salt-drought-cold
stress seedling
-

II

phosphatidic acid phosphatase (LPP3)

II
II

protein kinase family protein
HS1 (HEAT STABLE PROTEIN 1)

II

selenium-binding protein 3 (SBP3)

-

II

anther-stigma
seed, embryostigma
inflorescence
-

II
II
II
II
II

sphingolipid delta4-desaturase, involved in sphingolipid
biosynthesis (DES-1-LIKE)
zinc finger (C3HC4-type RING finger) family protein
leucine-rich repeat family protein
transferase family protein
protein with malate synthase activity (MLS)
unknown

II
II
II

GDSL-motif lipase/hydrolase family protein
member of TETRASPANIN family (TET4)
metal ion binding

I

3-oxo-5-alpha-steroid 4-dehydrogenase family protein /
steroid 5-alpha-reductase family protein
sigma factor E (SIGE)
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AT1G70500 OS02G03750 2 ( 0.630 )
4 ( 0.528 )
non
xylem, root
seed
III
polygalacturonase, putative / pectinase, putative
AT2G13290 OS12G41780 5 ( 0.283 )
1 ( 0.565 )
div
seed
anther-stigma
III
glycosyl transferase family 17 protein
AT4G01130 OS06G06520 5 ( 0.344 )
5 ( 0.640 )
div
shoot
seed
III
acetylesterase, putative
leaf
III
unknown
AT5G02580 OS05G38680 7 ( 0.479 )
9 ( 0.557 )
div
flower
(1) Ath: Arabidopsis. Osa: rice
(2) ‘-‘ indicates expression in a large number of tissues
(3) Type I: ECC conserved, tissue specific expression in only one species; Type II: ECC non-conserved, tissue specific expression in only one species; Type III: ECC non-conserved,
tissue specific expression in both species but different tissue
(4) Descriptions indicated by asterisk denote GO enrichments based on the coexpression context of the tissue specific gene with unknown function
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Supplemental Material
Tables (Movahedi_et_al_STables.xls)
Supplemental Table 1. Overview of microarray experiments included in the
expression compendia for Arabidopsis and rice
Supplemental Table 2. Expression Coherence (EC) for GO categories with five or
more genes
Supplemental Table 3. ECC distributions for all 1:1 orthologous genes
Supplemental Table 4. Distributions of ECC conserved, diverged, and non-significant
genes for different GO and Reactome categories
Supplemental Table 5. ECC conservation, τ, and Ka for Arabidopsis genes in
different functional categories
Supplemental Table 6. Overview 1:1 orthologous families
Supplemental Table 7. Distributions of ECC conserved, diverged, and non-significant
genes for different GO categories, excluding electronic annotations
Supplemental Table 8. MAPMAN enrichment for different gene sets
Figures (Movahedi_et_al_SFigures.pdf)
Supplemental figure 1. Effect of removing 25% and 50% random experiments from
expression data on EC values with standard deviation and average measures.
Supplemental figure 2. Examples of ECC scores assigned to different categories with
random Jaccard Index scores.
Supplemental figure 3. ECC as a function of τ.
Supplemental figure 4. τ as a function of Ka, Ks, and Ka/Ks.
Supplemental figure 5. ECC as a function of Ka, Ks, and Ka/Ks.
Supplemental figure 6. ECC as a function of connectivity.
Supplemental figure 7. τ as a function of Ka and ECC.
Supplemental figure 8. Concerted expression network evolution for the tissue specific
Arabidopsis gene AT3G15050.
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